
Everything you need to see, manage and automate 
Microsoft 365 and maximize your SaaS investments.

CoreSuite makes enterprise Microsoft 365 management simple and superb –
boosting IT efficiency with superb user management, delegated administration 
and Virtual Tenants. Maximize M365 investment with adoption and license 
lifecycle management, and mitigate risk with M365-specific security protections.

The CoreSuite Microsoft 365 Management Platform

As digital transformation and SaaS adoption accelerate, organizations are looking 
for ways to reign in control of this new normal. Products that worked fine for on-
prem infrastructure in the past won’t cut it for Microsoft 365. Organizations need 
a new way to increase IT efficiency, realize SaaS ROI and mitigate risks in this 
brave new SaaS world.

What makes 
CoreSuite 
different?

We Offer Unparalleled 
Microsoft 365 Visibility 

See all your Microsoft 
365 services for your 
entire tenant through a 
single console. 

We Manage Microsoft 
365 Like No Other 

Manage Microsoft 365 
with permissions and 
views aligned to your 
business.  

We Help You  
Automate Tasks 

Workflow automation 
dramatically boosts 
IT efficiency, reduces 
mistakes. 
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Operational Excellence for Microsoft 365
Improving IT efficiency, maximizing SaaS ROI, 

and mitigating risk for enterprise IT teams



CoreView is the global leader in Microsoft 365 management for large enterprises with customers managing more than 5.5 
million M365 users worldwide. We help IT and Security teams master their Microsoft 365 deployment to increase efficiency, 
drive ROI, and mitigate risks. IT leaders turn to CoreView when they’re ready to break through limitations set by Microsoft 365’s 
default management interfaces and need true enterprise-grade delegated administration and cross-SaaS workflow automation 
to meet their goals. Our customers save time, avoid errors, and achieve levels of security and compliance not possible without 
our powerful tools. (PS, Admins love us too!)

CoreSuite benefits include:

CoreSuite offers one unified dashboard for all your enterprise Microsoft 365 management needs. Users seamlessly shift 
between tasks like calculating chargebacks and preempting data breaches to onboarding new employees and tracking 
long-term product adoption.

Prevent and Respond to Data Breaches with Alerts and Forensics

When enterprise data is compromised, it can take months to find out – and even longer to track down the cause. 
CoreSuite immediately alerts you to suspicious activity and provides long-term storage for your user activity logs.

Delegate Control Over Reporting, Admin Functions 

CoreSuite radically improves administration and secures your M365 environment through RBAC, Virtual Tenants 
and delegated administration. We also allow global IT administrators to delegate control over all aspects of the 
management interface, including reports, custom PowerShell scripts and everyday admin functions.

Delegate and Oversee License Lifecycle Management 

Thousands of employees means thousands of Microsoft licenses to manage. Keep things simple with a product that 
lets you segment your tenant, create license pools, delegate admin rights over licensing, simplify chargebacks and 
automate common provisioning tasks.

IMPROVE IT EFFICIENCY 

Work more efficiently by 
doing things in seconds 
that used to take hours. 

Hello productivity!

MAXIMIZE SAAS ROI

Get the most from 
your SaaS investment. Track 
everything, boost adoption 

and optimize licenses.

MITIGATE RISK

Identify and correct 
security and compliance 

risks with unparalleled 
visibility and automation.
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If you are looking for a solution that provides the most in-depth Office 365 user and subscription 
detail at your fingertips, CoreView is it. CoreView is a complete solution that shows you everything 

you would want or need to know about your Office 365 service without breaking a sweat.

– Jeff Janovich, Cloud Solutions Architect, Carlisle Construction Materials

More than 5.5 million users under management  |  Over 10,000 operators


